Vibration analysis in quasi-real time is studied by recording the time-averaged speckle pattern in a bismuth silicon oxide crystal (Bi 12 Si020). When the crystal is illuminated with a spherical wave, the spatially structured information from the time-averaged speckle pattern leads to fringes in the Fraunhofer plane. No storage device is required when the appropriate wavelength is chosen for writing and reading out the information. Experimental results will be presented together with a comparison of measurements obtained with a Doppler shift vibrometer.
Introduction
Holographic interferometry and speckle applications for deformation, displacement, and vibration analysis are becoming important methods. They will be even more attractive to the engineer when applied in real time. Some crystals such as bismuth silicon oxide, Bi 12 SiO 20 (BSO), have electrical and electrooptical properties making them attractive for dynamic holography and speckle applications. The basic principle for the application of the crystal to holographic storage and double-exposure interferometry of transparent or mirrorlike structures has been reported. 1 -3 Real-time speckle applications have been reported in Ref. 4 . Real-time speckle recording using a liquid crystal light valve as the recording material has been reported in Ref. 5. For real-time speckle applications the BSO crystal is usually biased with a transverse electric field E 0 in the 110 crystallographic direction. When the crystal is illuminated with spatially structured illumination as a result of a speckle pattern in the 110 direction, a space charge field is built up. The physical mechanisms for speckle pattern recording and erasure in BSO are drift and trapping of photoelectrons under illumination by a random light pattern field in the transverse electrooptic configuration. The photoinduced space charge field changes the refractive index of the crystal via the linear electrooptic effect, leading to a refractive-index A harmonically oscillating object produces a timevarying speckle pattern. It was found appropriate to record the oscillating speckle pattern in the BSO as a time-average exposure. To simplify the following analysis the Bragg volume effect as well as the birefringence and crystal activity are neglected. The intensity of the Speckle pattern in the image plane can be written according to Fig. 1 using 1 -D notation only 6 :
where
= rectangular coordinates in the image plane;
a' = aperture angle in image space;
x = X/h, x' = X'/h' = reduced coordinates in the entrance and exit pupil; x x' h,h' = entrance and exit pupil heights, and xpxqxpx = reduced coordinates in the entrance and exit pupil plane. The coordinates in the object and entrance pupil follow. 1, * (Xq) describe the optically rough surface and represent the angular components of the light scattered by it.
4'(xp),
In Ref. 4 the double-exposure speckle patterns are recorded in BSO crystals for deformation displacement and tilt analysis. In this short theory of vibration analysis, the time-averaged recording in the crystal is obtained by considering an ideal optical system and a thin crystal: (2) where p' = Mp is the amplitude of oscillation in the image plane, with p in the object and M the lateral magnification. By integration over a large number of cycles we find
The refractive-index variation depends on (I(u',p')).
Illuminating the crystal with a coherent wave of wavelength A 2 and absorption coefficient a 2 , the wave front emerging from the crystal can be written by considering the earlier assumptions: (4) where
An =An, C(, (u ,t (I(u'))
and An, = refractive-index modulation at saturation; Ao(u') = amplitude of the wave illuminating the crystal; it will be considered as a plane wave of constant amplitude.
C 1 also takes account of the absorption and reflection loss at the crystal interfaces for the illuminating wavelength A 2 with a 2 = 0.28 cm-1 ; a 2 is very much smaller than a 1 in order to obtain a reconstruction which is not immediately destructive. The refractive-index variation depends on An, and the normalized time-average speckle pattern. Since the absorption in the thin crystal and the reflection at the interfaces with antireflection coatings are small, they will be neglected. Furthermore, the photoinduced phase shift is small; dAn << X 1. The amplitude immediately in front of the crystal can, therefore, be written as
The Fourier transform a(x ) of the field amplitude emerging from the crystal is obtained in the focal plane with focal length f 2 . By neglecting constants and a phase factor which will vanish by forming the intensity we can write
By substituting for I'(u',p') and writing xr for (xp -Xq)
we find
MIU')) X and the intensity in the Fraunhofer plane is
The square of q (xI + Xq) *(Xq), the autocorrelation of the pupil of the image forming lens, is modulated by the square of the Bessel function of order zero and of the first kind. The amplitude of vibration is found by The amplitude of oscillation can be found from Eq. (9) by measuring the separation of the first minima of the Bessel function Jo. Higher-order minima can be considered in order to improve the accuracy of the measurements.
For the analysis of torsional oscillations, the timeaverage recording of the speckle pattern occurs in the Fourier transform plane of L 1 in Fig. 1,4 for example. It can also be found by defocused speckle pattern recording. 
Ill. Experimental Results
A typical arrangement for deformation, displacement, and vibration analysis in quasi-real time using speckle pattern recording is shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 . Real-time fringes of double-exposed speckle patterns with a displacement of 40 ,um between the exposures are shown in Fig. 2 and with tilts of 20 sec of arc in Fig. 3 .
The fringe analysis can be carried out using TV techniques as indicated in Fig. 3 . 
IV. Conclusions
Speckle photography applied in real time for deformation, displacement, and vibration analysis was found to be very attractive. The BSO storage material proved to be very promising with unlimited recycling. No storage device is required when the writing and reading out wavelengths are chosen appropriately. The TV techniques with respect to spectral sensitivity of the crystal can be used directly for fringe analysis.
